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Introduction

Sound is the new source of insight. At least as far as academic fashion is concerned.
Concentrating on representations of sound, which can be heard only by “the ear of
the imagination” (Schafer 2003: 36), this book contributes to Literary Sound Studies, an area of research, which has not yet been clearly defined. Resonant Alterities’
task is to build a bridge between the interdisciplinary field of Sound Studies and
literary criticism. Concepts, methods, and types of questions developed within various contexts of literary and cultural theory lend a helping hand in this construction
process. One of the goals is to convince readers that both sides have something to
gain if Literary Sound Studies manages to provide a strong link between them. In
order to make a case for the assertion that not only aural/oral genres are suitable for
scrutiny guided by an interest in Literary Sound Studies, this book is built around
‘silent’ narrative texts, which have not been written for vocal performance. This
entails shifting the focus of attention away from actual sounds to representations of
sounds in language. Much like the addressee of Shakespeare’s Sonnet No. 23, and
playing on King Lear’s request of Gloucester to “look with thine ears”, Resonant
Alterities thus invites readers to “hear with [their] eyes”, as they read about the production, mediation, perception and interpretation of sound in literature (Shakespeare 1991: 967, 753). Four non-realist narratives have been chosen as primary
objects of analysis for this study: Vernon Lee’s “A Wicked Voice” (1889), Algernon Blackwood’s The Human Chord (1910), JG Ballard’s “The Sound Sweep”
(1960) and Don DeLillo’s The Body Artist (2001). Before expounding on this
choice of texts and other basic decisions, which have helped shape this book, however, I would like to offer a brief overview of Sound Studies in general and what
tasks have been taken on by Literary Sound Studies to date.
Sound1 can be scientifically measured and described, but it is also a cultural artefact. The production, mediation, perception and interpretation of sounds are pro-

1

I am using ‘sound’ in the sense defined by Douglas Kahn as including “sounds, voices
and aurality”. He elaborates on this formula, and includes “all that might fall within or
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cesses, which partly depend on historically and culturally contingent conditions.
Sound Studies set out to explore the consequences of this. The umbrella term covers
an extremely heterogeneous field, which brings scholars of many disciplines, within
and from beyond the humanities, in contact with practitioners in different lines of
business. Some of the most obvious subsections of Sound Studies are: acoustics
(within the disciplines of physics, media studies, architecture and ecology); physiology and physiopathology of hearing; music (including playing instruments, singing, musical theory, musical styles, genres and their cultural ramifications); aural
training/auscultation (within music, military service and medicine); sound technology; sound design; sonic installation art; the fully or partially sonic media and their
history (telephone, phonograph, gramophone, radio, film, tape recorder, video
game, walkman, ipod etc.); the cultural history of sound/hearing/listening; philosophical conceptions and theoretical models of sound/hearing listening; the voice;
orality and all oral or semi-oral genres (lyrics, libretti, plays, poetry). Given this variety, it is virtually impossible to name a unifying goal that is not hopelessly general. But at least a rough history of Sound Studies’ development, a spectrum of
questions asked and projects pursued by those who operate within this area should
be attempted. As a label, Sound Studies is sometimes used to refer to nontraditionalist musicology, which has opened up to interdisciplinary discussion.
Since musicology, both in its conservative or its progressive variation, is a wellestablished discipline and hardly needs an introduction, it will be largely excluded
from the following rough guide to Sound Studies.
As always, when a new field of interest is cultivated, there are thinkers who
have prepared the ground – usually a fair bit before general interest awakens, and
long before the respective label is created. Forerunners of Sound Studies, practically all of them white men, have travelled from very different directions. Among
them are figures like Ernst Florens Friedrich Chladni, a founder of modern experimental acoustics, whose audiovisual experiments fascinated a large public, and
whose publications Entdeckungen über die Theorie des Klanges (1787) and Die
Akustik (1802) helped establish the study of sound as a scientific discipline. Another likely candidate for being considered a pioneer is the scientific all-rounder Hermann von Helmholtz, whose physiological research explored both visual and acoustic perception. His magnum opus, On the Sensations of Tone as a Physiological Basis for the Theory of Music (1863), offers systematic explanations of phenomena
which had long since been observed, such as “vibrational forms” (Helmholtz 1954:

touch on auditive phenomena, whether this involves actual sonic or auditive events or
ideas about sound or listening; sounds actually heard or heard in myth, ideal or implication; sounds heard by everyone or imagined by one person alone; or sounds as they fuse
with the sensorium as a whole” (Kahn 1999: 3).
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36) known as sympathetic oscillation or resonance. While some of his experiments
produced sounds which challenged the aesthetics underlying his contemporary musical theory, some of the definitions and distinctions he suggested, for example between musical tones and noises, were themselves productively questioned in the
20th century. Helmholtz provided a model of hearing which described the ear as a
measuring instrument. Although his explanation of the cochlea’s function (resonance theory) was superseded in the middle of the 20th century by Georg von Békésy’s research (travelling wave theory), the basic understanding of the ear as an
active organ, which – as von Békésy proved and explained2 – is able to measure and
analyse frequencies, is still considered valid. Moreover, it has paved the way for a
concept of hearing as an active process.
The French otolaryngologist Alfred Tomatis, who published his bestknown
work on audio-psycho-phonology in the 1960s and 1970s, could be numbered
among the precursors of Sound Studies as well. Drawing attention to the importance of (both air- and bone-conducted) hearing for human development, he differentiated between forms of conscious and unconscious hearing, explored how
they function and invented methods for ‘educating’ the ear. The ear is not only the
first organ of sensory perception to function in human foetuses and the last to be
fully formed, but also the most precise one. In contrast with the eyes, the ears have
no lids, and hearing continues during sleep. Moreover, the ear not only houses an
organ of perception, but also that for equilibrium, both of which are encased within
and protected by the hardest bone in the body. Based on these facts Tomatis promoted an understanding of the influence, which the ear exerts on the entire organism (including its capacity for vocal expression) and its well-being. He also concluded from his studies that hearing involves interpretation by the brain, and is thus
not a purely mechanical process, but needs to be considered as at least partially
mental or psychic.
Coming at sound from an entirely different angle, the Canadian composer, environmentalist and member of the World Soundscape Project R. Murray Schafer is a
contemporary pioneer of Sound Studies within the humanities. Combining empirical data with the theoretical reflection, his seminal study The Soundscape explores
“the relationship between man [sic!] and the sounds of his [sic!] environment”, and
considers “what happens when those sounds change” Schafer 1977: 3, 4). As his
WSP-colleague Barry Truax emphasises later, in a less anthropocentric fashion, a
soundscape not only includes acoustic events as “vibratory motion”, but also incor-

2

Von Békésy received the Nobel Prize for his work on the functioning of the inner ear in
1961. For a lucid explanation of ear physiology, the hearing process and von Békésy’s
discoveries, see http://nobelprize.org/educational/medicine/ear/game/index.html (16 June
2010).
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porates “how the individual and society as a whole understand the acoustic environment through listening” (Truax 1984: xviii). Reaching a wide audience, Schafer
coined a number of terms – like ‘acoustic ecology’, ‘earwitness’, ‘clairaudience’,
‘keynote sound’, ‘sound signal’, ‘sound event’ or ‘schizophonia’ – which lend
themselves to being lifted out of their original context (the analysis of real life
soundscapes) and used as tools for interdisciplinary analysis. In the same year,
Jacques Attali published one of the first studies which try to develop a cultural history and theory of sound. Noise, which explicitly sets out to “theorise through music” (Attali 1977: 4), rather than mere theorising about it, proposes that developments in music prefigure larger social (and economic) changes. In consequence,
noise/music3 is understood as a deeply political phenomenon, which is not only “illustrative of the evolution of our entire society” (ibidem: 5)4, but also a versatile
tool of power for ritual, representative and bureaucratic purposes. Both Attali’s volume, which proposes a host of sweeping theses, and the author himself5 are not uncontroversial, but Noise unquestionably helped to put Sound Studies on the academic map.
Most scholars in Sound Studies refer in one way or another to what Leigh Eric
Schmidt has described as “the counterpart to the history of increasing ocularcentrism has been the history of diminished hearing” (Schmidt 2003: 44). The most
succinct phrasing maintains that “visuality overwhelms aurality in the cultural balance of the senses” (Kahn 1999: 158). In the first half of the 1980’s, Joachim-Ernst
Berendt pointed out and commented on the asymmetry between the cultural attention paid (or weight given), especially in the West, to visuality, compared to that
bestowed on (or attributed to) the other senses. In his books – especially in Nada
Brama: The World is Sound (1983) and The Third Ear: On Listening to the World
(1985) – Behrendt contrasts sound and the ear favourably with the visual and the
eye. He does so in order to counter cultural forces which have been promoting the

3

Attali distinguishes the two in a non-oppositional fashion: “With noise is born disorder
and its opposite: the world. With music is born power and its opposite: subversion”, and
describes how noise enters music in the early 20th century (Attali 1977: 6, 136 ff).

4

Attali speaks of four phases of this evolution. In the first one, within the context of sacrifice, music is defined as a means to make people forget; when culture passes into the order of representation, music is instrumentalised to make people believe. This is followed
by a phase of reproduction, normalisation and repetition, in which the task of music is to
silence resistance. The cultural future, Attali claims, belongs to freedom, in which music
will become important in its aspect of composition.

5

An economist by trade, Attali used to be a member of François Mitterrand’s staff of advisors, and came into his share of criticism, along with this French administration, for departing from socialist ideals.
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opposite ranking of the senses, and installing the hegemony of vision, down to everyday vocabulary of description6, for which the term ‘ocularcentrism’ was coined
later on.7 The resulting pattern of argumentation aims to do the culturally neglected
ear justice. But, in order to do so, Berendt’s prophetic (Welsch 1996: 231) announcement of an age of hearing, which merely attempts to reverse the traditional
hierarchy8 of the senses, runs the danger of employing a rhetorical strategy – aptly
termed “the audiovisual litany” (Sterne 2003: 14)9 by Jonathan Sterne – which operates within a dichotomous logic that is triply problematic: in shutting out the other
senses; in shutting out intersections between the visual and the aural; and in its
characterisation of the ear/the sonic which permanently keeps referring to the
eye/the visual.10 Also, it is not entirely unjustified to consider Berendt’s work,

6

Wolfgang Welsch’s article “Auf dem Weg zu einer Kultur des Hörens?” offers a rough
sketch of the primacy of vision and the criticism of this “okulartyrannis” (Welsch 1996:
240). One of the best demonstrations of how loaded with ocularcentric metaphors English, German or French are as languages, is offered in Martin Jay’s study of 20th century
French philosophy’s growing scepticism towards vision (Jay 1994: 1).

7

Martin Jay’s Downcast Eyes and David Michael Levin’s edited volume Modernity and
the Hegemony of Vision unfold all aspects of ocularcentrism. Steven Connor’s article
“Sound and the Self” reflects on what the understanding of the auditory as “the channel
of alterity in the self” implies for conceptions of identity (Connor 2002: 65).

8

Petra Meyer considers the way this emancipation of the ear goes hand in hand with the
reversal of hierarchy typical of the 1970s and 1980s, and defines overcoming it as one of
the challenges for contemporary Sound Studies (Meyer 2008: 16).

9

Jonathan Sterne has coined this term to describe the ideology which carries “assertions
about the difference between hearing and seeing” which “begin at the level of the individual human being (both physically and psychologically). They move on from there to
construct a cultural theory of the senses. These differences between hearing and seeing
are often considered as biological, psychological, and physical facts, the implication being that they are a necessary starting point for the cultural analysis of sound” (Sterne
2003: 14).

10 Even in texts which avoid the first two problems, the third can be an issue. An article by
Steven Connor, which argues for “the compelling importance of the auditory in the cultural, clinical and technological constitution of the modern self”, and stresses that “the
auditory […] has the capacity to enter into other forms of sensual organization, contaminating and creatively deforming them”, keeps opposing the auditory self and the visual
self, including their respective attributes (Connor 2002: 64-65).
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which he labels as “New Age”, unscholarly.11 There is no denying, however, that
Berendt’s publications – despite their bold and sometimes anecdotal eclecticism,
their lack of historical precision and some tendentious conclusions – popularised
the topics of sound and hearing and helped create a general climate of interest
which fostered academic Sound Studies.
Michel Chion, who used to work as a composer with the doyen of musique
concrète, Pierre Schaeffer, approaches sound from the practitioner’s side. As a
scholar, he specialised, from the early 1980s on, in analysing interactions between
the audible and the visual in film. Those of Chion’s academic publications, which
systematically explore the functions of voice, music and sound in cinema,12 are coresponsible, together with research done by other film scholars like Kaja Silverman13 and Rick Altman14, for drawing broad attention to the sonic within film studies. Perhaps due to its greater openness towards theory it was this discipline, rather
than musicology, which acted as a switchboard for the interdisciplinary exchange
about sound.
Since the late 1990s the interest in sound within the humanities has broadened
considerably, and brought forth a host of monographs, written mostly by scholars
who have devoted attention to sound for years. Among these are Douglas Kahn’s
Noise – Water – Meat (1999), Bruce R. Smith’s The Acoustic World of Early Modern England (1999), Steven Connor’s Dumbstruck (2000), Bettine Menke’s Prosopopoiia: Stimme und Text bei Brentano, Hoffmann, Kleist, und Kafka (2000), Mark
M. Smith, Listening to Nineteenth-Century America (2001), Emily Thompson’s The
Soundscape of Modernity (2002), Jonathan Sterne’s The Audible Past (2003), JeanFrançois Augoyard’s and Henry Torgue’s sonic experience (2005), Alexander G.
Weheliye’s, Phonographies (2005), Mladen Dolar’s A Voice and Nothing
More (2006), Jean-Luc Nancy’s Listening (2007), Casey O’Callaghan’s Sounds
(2007), Michael Bull’s Sound Moves (2007), Karin Bijsterveld’s Mechanical Sound
(2008), Steve Goodman’s, Sonic Warfare (2010), Brandon LaBelle’s Acoustic Territories (2010), Veit Erlmann’s Reason and Resonance: A History of Modern Au-

11 To be fair, Berendt was no scholar and had no ambition to write as one. A musical journalist by trade, he specialised in jazz and his (non-esoteric) publications in this field are
highly valued.
12 These are Le son au cinéma (1985), L’Audio-Vision: Son et image au cinéma (1990), La
musique au cinéma (1995) and Un art sonore: le cinéma (1998).
13 I am referring in particular to The Acoustic Mirror: The Female Voice in Psychoanalysis
and Cinema.
14 Altman, who has been publishing widely on sound, edited Sound Theory and Sound
Practices in the early 1990s, co-edited The Sounds of Early Cinema and, more recently,
authored Silent Film Sound.
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rality (2010), Garret Keizer’s The Unwanted Sound of Everything We Want (2010),
Carolyn Birdsall’s Nazi Soundscapes: Sound, Technology and Urban Space in
Germany, 1933-1945 (2012), Ulrike Sowodniok’s, Stimmklang und Freiheit: Zur
auditiven Wissenschaft des Körpers (2013) and Sabine Till’s Die Stimme zwischen
Immanenz und Transzendenz (2013).
This broadening interest is also documented by edited collections such as Über
das Hören (1996), The Auditory Cultures Reader (2003), Phonorama (2004), Hearing History: A Reader (2004), Sound (2005), Stimme (2006), Sonic Interventions
(2007), Ωƍku:stik tΩ:n (2008), Zwischen Rauschen und Offenbarung (2008), Sound
Studies: Traditionen – Methoden – Desiderate (2008), Funktionale Klänge (2009),
Dichotonies (2009), Reverberations: The Philosophy, Aesthetics and Politics of
Noise (2012), The Sound Studies Reader (2012), Das Geschulte Ohr: Eine Kulturgeschichte der Sonifikation (2012), The Oxford Handbook of Sound Studies
(2012), Gespür – Empfindung – Kleine Wahrnehmungen (2012), Soundscapes of
the Urban Past (2013), Vibratory Modernism (announced for 2013) and Unlaute:
Noise/Geräusch in Kultur, Medien und Wissenschaft seit 1900 (announced for
2014).

S OUND S TUDIES – AN I NTERDISCIPLINARY F IELD
If publications are a useful yardstick for measuring a topic’s or field of interest’s
popularity, conferences, too, help gauge its impact on the academic community.
During the first decade of the new millennium, there has been a conspicuous increase in events, interdisciplinary workshops and symposia – outside musicology –
dedicated to the exploration of sound as a cultural product. As an academic discipline, film studies are provided both with a primary object for which sound has always played a major role (even before the invention of the talkie) and a strong tradition in theory. This combination destined it, perhaps, to act as the mediator between many different areas of research which had an interest in the audible. And it
did. Sounding Out, a series of conferences held in the UK, allows extrapolating a
few stages of development of Sound Studies. The first convention, organised by
Staffordshire University in 2002, explicitly aimed to “stake out a new territory for
Film Studies by raising the profile of sound within the image-sound relationship”15.
Every other year, a new edition has been hosted by the University of Nottingham
(2004), by the University of Sunderland (2006 and 2008), and by the University of

15 A website dedicated to the Sounding Out conferences offers an archive on the history of
this series. All quotes pertaining to this series of conferences are taken from: http://www.
soundingout.sunderland.ac.uk/2006/03/aboutsoundingout.html (11 June 2010).
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Bournemouth (2010). The aim of Sounding Out 2 was to considerably expand investigations of sonic beyond film, thus the organisers asked of papers on computer
games design, audio books, personal stereos and ipods. This revealed the need to
impose structure, and reflect on available vocabularies, concepts, methodologies
and possible underlying theories and their translatability. An attempt at structuring
was made when scholars were invited to send in papers to address “three specific
sets of issues (or inter-related strands): (a) The Voice, (b) Audiences, and (c) Cultural Identities”. Particular attention was drawn to diversification by asking how
sound may relate to “gender, class, race, ethnicity, age and sub-cultural identities/groups”. Interdisciplinary communication between “practitioners, writers, performers, theorists and historians”, and the further pursuit of an apt vocabulary
which could be shared by all, was stressed as desirable by the organisers of Sounding Out 3. They strove to “refocus questions of the diverse ways sound and image
interact”, but also opened up a historical perspective for Sound Studies. This interest in the histories of sound remained a focal point with the following edition.
Sounding Out 4 concentrated on the “twin themes of sound and memory, sound and
history”. As the call for papers for the next event in the series announces, Sounding
Out 5 re-dedicated itself to “Sonic Arts, Film and Radio”.
Academic interest in sound and the ways it mixes with the un-sonic is not limited to the United Kingdom. The Free University of Berlin dedicated a conference
to the interaction of the acoustic and violence, titled Hörstürze in 2003. The symposium as well as the ensuing publication focussed on how media can open possibilities for the exertion of and the reflection on aural violence16. An international workshop conference titled Sonic Interventions, and born out of interest in the impact of
sound on identities and politics, was held at the University of Amsterdam in 2005.
The publication which grew out of it collects articles on the intersectionality of
sound space, race and gender. In 2006 the FU Berlin organised an interdisciplinary
symposium on Körperwellen: Zur Resonanz als Modell, Metapher und Methode17
which, in turn, produced a publication titled Resonanz: Potentiale einer akustischen
Figur. Both explore the concept of resonance in its historical and contemporary dimensions, concentrating on questions about the body as a site of acoustic vibration
and an object affected by it. Also in 2006, Kiel’s Muthesius art academy organised
an interdisciplinary symposium dedicated to the Ωƍku:stik tΩ:n. It produced a large
volume of the same title which combines conceptual and phenomenological essays
on sound and hearing from a wide variety of disciplines. The same year, the University of St. Andrews invited scholars to a conference which specifically targeted

16 Bruce Johnson’s Dark Side of the Tune, which focuses on relations between popular music and violence, takes up this issue as well.
17 http://www.tesla-berlin.de/page225.html (12 June 2010).
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the subject of Literary Sound Studies in its dedication to exploring Sound Effects:
The Oral/Aural Dimensions of Literatures in English. In 2007 the German Shakespeare Society chose Klangwelt Shakespeare as the topic for its annual meeting
held in Bochum. Thinking Hearing – The Auditory Turn was at the centre of discussion at a conference held in Austin/Texas in April 2009. The University of Siegen
hosted a symposium on “Auditive Medienkulturen: Methoden einer interdisziplinären Klangwissenschaft“18 in February 2010. Berlin’s University of the
Arts invited scholars to an international symposium on Sound in Media Culture in
May, and another one on Hearing Modern History in June. Heidelberg University
hosted a workshop on the topic Phono-Graphien: Akustische Wahrnehmung in der
deutschsprachigen Literatur in September 2010. At Virginia University Sound and
Unsound: Noise, Nonsense and the Unspoken were evaluated critically in April
2011. An interdisciplinary conference on noise – geräusch- bruit: Medien und Kultur unstrukturierter Laute was held in September 2012 in Erlangen. At Cornell
University, researchers seized the opportunity, offered by Resoundingly Queer, to
debate intersections between sound, gender and sexuality at the end of March 2013.
Frankfurt University welcomed scholars to discuss Sound Thinking, during a conference that dedicated itself specifically to thinking through (rather than about)
sound, in May 2013, only a few days before Madrid’s Universidad Complutense
hosted Staging American Sounds. In June 2013, Berlin’s Institute for Cultural Inquiry invited for the discussion of Resonant Bodies: Landscapes of Acoustic Tension. Modern Soundscapes were explored at the University of New South Wales in
July 2013. The same month, scholars at the University of Cambridge/Mass. exchanged ideas on Hearing Modernity: Exploring the World of Sound Studies. In October 2013 Functional Sounds was at the centre of collective attention during the
first international ESSA conference held at Humboldt University in Berlin. Copenhagen University was hosting a conference on Digital Archives, Audiovisual Media
and Cultural Memory in November 2013. The Free University Berlin held a workshop on Sounds of Space in December 2013. The second ESSA conference on
Sound Studies – Mapping the Field is going to bring international scholars to Copenhagen in June 2014. Location and topic of its successor, already announced for
January 2016, are to be decided. This unbroken row in and beyond the first decade
of the 21st century testifies to the humanities’ continued fascination with sound. If
the foundation of the European Sound Studies Association19 in 2012 is any indication, the international institutionalisation and closer networking of sound studies

18 http://auditive-medienkulturen.de/?page_id=2 (15 June 2010).
19 http://www.soundstudies.eu/ (16 April 2013).
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facilities20 as well as individual researchers will foster further growth in this field
over the next few years.
In the face of this plethora of topics, questions and interests, any attempt at
structuring a field as heterogeneous as Sound Studies is almost certain to fail. The
risks of arbitrariness, omission and misrepresentation seem unavoidable, especially
when the basic observations have grown out of an individual research project such
as Resonant Alterities and are, thus, tinged by its interests. The following spectrum
might also be criticised for assembling positions of interest which are far from new.
This objection, however, would be beside the point. Sound is not a new phenomenon, and neither is its exploration. What is a novelty, however, is the density of interdisciplinary studies within the humanities which concentrate on sounds and hearing as their objects. A few points can be named, at which the pursuits of scholars
active within Sounds Studies, even if they do not explicitly position themselves
within this field, seem to cross or cluster. If I prefer to speak of intersecting ‘positions of interest’, here, it is for three reasons: because one publication (let alone one
scholar) usually occupies more than one of these positions; because one position is
usually not covered by one publication or scholar in all its aspects; and because the
points mentioned below – despite the fact that they are non-discrete as categories
and differ in kind – are comparable as ‘positions of interest’.
One of these positions of interest within Sound Studies is characterised by scepticism towards or tiredness with Visual Studies and their analytic vocabularies, especially if they have incorporated post-structuralist theory. There are at least three
variations of this position: the first is hostile, as it identifies post-structuralist theory
or/and Visual Studies as its inexorable ‘other’. It seems driven by the desire to argue that the direction in which the humanities developed due to the influence of
post-structuralist approaches, was a mistake and the study of sound is the way to
correct it; the second variation is sentimental, characterised by a yearning for authenticity which has been declared inaccessible, phantasmatic and always already
lost by post-structuralist theory, but is sought once again in a quest-like explorations of the sonic realm.21 The third variation has gone through both poststructuralism and/or Visual Studies, does not seek to supplant Visual Studies with
Sound Studies, but to complement them, pointing out the consequences which the
success of the former has had on the development of analytic tools within the humanities. In his introduction to Wireless Imagination Douglas Kahn puts a funda-

20 http://www.soundstudies.eu/link/ (16 April 2013).
21 Walter Ong’s take on sound is poised somewhere between these two variations. Petra
Meyer mentions Paul Zumthor as another representative of the sentimental variation,
whose writing promotes an understanding of the embodied voice as ‘immediate’ and thus
‘pure’ (Meyer 2008, 19-20).
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mental problem, which belongs to this third variation, in a nutshell: “How can listening be explained when the subject in recent theory has been situated […] in the
web of the gaze, mirroring, reflection, the spectacle, and other ocular tropes?”
(Kahn 1994: 4) The concern voiced here points at the danger that one might actually deform one’s object by asking questions, which have been structured by unsuitable vocabulary. If one were to analyse a sonic object while using a terminology developed within a context in which perception is implicitly or explicitly visualist,
this does not remain without consequences. The result may be that the questions
asked are wrongly put or, even worse, that one is unable to ask the important questions altogether. Ultimately, this last position, which works towards providing the
ear with an “unromanticised place alongside the eye” (Schmidt in Erlmann 2004:
5), is interested in developing an adequate vocabulary for the analysis of sound beyond that offered by traditional musicology.
A second position within Sound Studies is characterised by an interest in the description and/or reconstruction of (historical) soundscapes22 and the “acoustemologies”23 which help structure them. Sometimes studies which share this interest deal
with epochs before sound recording devices were available, and use literary and
other texts as a storage medium or a discourse network24. Others explore the relevance of sound (within25 or beyond language) in contemporary but non-Western/
Northern communities that may or may not be structured in a pre-modern way.
What is important for both is bringing to general attention the significance of (manmade as well as non-human) sound as an element that structures every day life at a
certain historical moment and in a specific cultural context. Questions pursued often

22 Sixteen of the twenty-one articles collected in Hearing History: A Reader, edited by
Mark M. Smith, demonstrate the creativity in this area, of which Alain Corbin’s Village
Bells is an early example.
23 The term has been coined by the anthropologist and ethnomusicologist Steven Feld to
describe how acoustic phenomena and episteme conjoin into a cultural force field which
influences or shapes identity for individuals and communities.
24 Bruce R. Smith’s The Acoustic World of Early Modern England is an example. The study
draws on methodologies borrowed from physiology, phenomenology, systems theory and
sociolinguistics to explore some Early Modern aural practices, auditory fields, sonic
signs, speech communities and soundscapes. In order to be able to do justice to an environment as historically remote and culturally different as the 16th/17th centuries, Smith
demands and works towards “a psychology of listening […], a cultural poetics of listening […], a phenomenology of listening” and “an ecology based on listening” (Smith
1999: 8, 29).
25 Janis B. Nuckolls’s Sounds Like Life, for example, explores sound-symbols in a Quechua
dialect.
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target the differences in sonic practices, in theories of hearing or the respective
models of their interpretation. The basic interest, which underpins this position, is
to enrich knowledge about remote historical periods or communities by adding the
sonic dimension to existing enquiries.
The historicity of sound and of hearing as a basis for cultural theory is at the
heart of the third position. As Jonathan Sterne puts it in The Audible Past: “the history of sound provides some of the best evidence for a dynamic of the body because
it traverses the nature/culture divide26: it demonstrates that the transformation of
people’s physical attributes is part of cultural history” (Sterne 2003: 13). This position accepts lessons taught by post-structuralist theory and Visual Studies, and
moves on to de-naturalise hearing/the ear by historicising it. According to this position, it has been part of the history of hearing/the ear that it is opposed with seeing/the eye, and exists the dichotomous process, which this kind of thinking produces, as the ‘purely natural’ or the ‘completely interior’27. This needs to be
changed, if Sound Studies are going to move beyond description based on what
Sterne calls “the audiovisual litany” (Sterne 2003: 15). The aim is to prove that the
sonic (much like the image/the iconic), is not a ‘pure’ event and that hearing, much
like seeing, is not a ‘pure’ experience; and much for the same reasons: because it
involves description, and because it is inextricably connected to the social and the
cultural.
A fourth position within Sound Studies is characterised by its political content
and/or agenda. Research is dedicated to focussing on the interaction of sound with

26 When Garrett Stewart, referring to Mladen Dolar’s A Voice And Nothing More, characterises the voice as a “apparent transit zone – or flange – between a presumed interiority and
a desired (or enforced) sociality”, he gives a more concrete example of this traversal
(Stewart 2008: 4).
27 Walter Ong’s Orality and Literacy operates along these lines. In its very list of contents it
declares that orally based thought is “additive rather than subordinate”, “aggregative rather than analytic”, empathetic and participatory rather that objectively distanced” etc.
Jonathan Sterne has pointed out that Jacques Derrida’s work “can be read as an inversion
of [Walter] Ong’s value system” which, in turn, stands for everything which Derrida’s
critique of phonocentrism and the entailing “metaphysics of presence” attacks (Sterne
2003: 17). Wolfgang Welsch warns against ignoring ambivalences when evaluating hearing (hinted at by the etymological connection between ‘to hear’ (hören) and ‘being enslaved’ (hörig)). He is also against a new primate of hearing and, thus, at a great distance
from “preachers of hearing” like Heidegger (and Ong, one might add, although Welsch
does not mention him). Nevertheless, he still produces lists of oppositions to describe
“typological differences between seeing and hearing” (Welsch 1996: 247-251).
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categories of difference (like race28, gender29, desire30 or religion31) on the one hand
and sound as a tool of power32 (including resistance against it) on the other. More
often than not, enquiries, which share this position tend to concentrate on musical
sound and explore the social/historical/political circumstances of its production and
reception. The possibilities which sounds offer for exposing forms of ‘othering’, for
confounding or re-thinking relations of power, for dismantling hierarchies or questioning normativities often lie at the heart of these studies.
The fifth position in the continuum of Sound Studies is distinguished by an interest in media. Sound is, of course, always and necessarily medialised. Strictly
speaking, sounds are nothing but pressure-changes in air, which are perceived and
amplified by the hearing apparatus (and other body parts), converted into electrical
signals and interpreted by the brain as vibration, tone or rhythm. Without the air as
a carrier medium, sound (and its perception) is impossible. But there are, of course,
other levels of medialisation of sound. A lot of research is being done on the voice
as medium33 and/or event34, on its mythological35 representations and on its cultural
history36. Other studies concentrate on technological media of sound (telephone,

28 Tricia Rose’s Black Noise, Fred Moten’s In the Break, Alexander Weheliye’s Phonographies and the articles by Susanne Stemmler and Julian Henriques in Sonic Interventions
testify to this vibrant field of research.
29 Anikó Imre’s artice on “Hip Hop Nation and Gender Politics” represents the type of
study interested in identity politics within music, while Sigrid Nieberle’s “Ton-Geschlecht: Stimmbrüche und Identitäten” stands in for more systematic enquiries into the
gendering of voice.
30 For example Wayne Koestenbaum’s The Queen’s Throat and the essay collection Queering the Pitch co-edited by Philip Brett.
31 For example Mahmut Mutman’s article on “Reciting: The Voice of the Other”, Charles
Hirschkind’s contribution to Hearing Cultures, titled “Hearing Modernity: Egypt, Islam
and the Pious Ear”, and Leigh Eric Schmidt’s Hearing Things.
32 Carolyn Birdsall does research on the propagandistic use of sound by the Nazi regime.
33 For example in Thomas Macho’s article “Stimmen ohne Körper”.
34 Both Doris Kolesch and Steven Connor define voice as an event in their introductions to
Stimme and Dumbstruck.
35 Petra Gehring’s, Sigrid Weigel’s and Steven Connor’s articles on Echo, Michael Bull’s
re-reading of Odysseus’s encounter with the sirens’ song and Bernd Blaschke’s interpretation of Rushdie’s re-writing of the Orpheus myth in The Ground Beneath her Feet are
examples. Linda Phyllis Austern and Inna Narditskaya have edited a whole volume on
the Music of the Sirens.
36 Phonorama, edited by Brigitte Felderer, and Zwischen Rauschen und Offenbarung, edited
by Friedrich Kittler and Thomas Macho and Sigrid Weigel, are two collections of essays
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phonograph, gramophone, magnetic tape, stereo record, compact disc, mp3), their
histories, on the recording, storage, play-back and perception of sounds, which have
been rendered independent of their original source and their cultural and philosophical implications.
The sixth cluster of interests worth mentioning here focuses on noises and their
role within cultural histories37 and literature38. Studies which define noise as ‘unwanted sound’ tend to structure the research on noise to explore its political dimension, which produces intersections with the third position of interest outlined above.
When noise is defined as “an issue less of tone or decibel than of social temperament, class background, and cultural desire”39, the primary interest pursued is usually historical. Investigations of noise concentrate on ‘noisiness’ as an aesthetic category; or on the restitution of noise as “significant sound”40; or on the dissolution of
the dichotomy between noise vs. music; or on the inner contradictions which characterise noise itself.
The seventh and final position is characterised by an interest in the intersections
of different modes of perception.41 When Veit Erlmann draws attention to the fact

dedicated to the cultural history of the voice as a medium. Mladen Dolar’s A Voice and
Nothing More and Steven Connor’s “ventriloquistory” Dumbstruck contribute to this
field as well. http://www.stevenconnor.com/ (16 June 2010).
37 Several studies on noise offer lists which demonstrate how differentiated this field is. According to Douglas Kahn, noises are “interchangeably soundful and figurative, loud, disruptive, confusing, inconsistent, turbulent, chaotic, unwanted, nauseous, injurious” and
“noises silenced, suppressed, sought after, and celebrated always pertain to a complex of
sources, motives, strategies, gestures, grammars and contexts”, while “ideas of noise can
be tetchy, abusive, transgressive, resistive, hyperbolic, scientistic, generative, and cosmological” (Kahn 1999: 20).
38 Philipp Schweighauser’s The Noises of American Literature and Annibale Picicci’s Noise
Culture are examples.
39 Hillel Schwartz’s short article “On Noise” in Mark M. Smith’s Hearing History, which
provides this second definition, contains an A-Z of contexts in which noise may be researched.
40 Douglas Kahn has brought this term into general circulation. In Noise – Water – Meat he
specifically targets modernist aurality. Taking John Cage as its show-case, the study focuses on “avant-garde strategy of noise, prefigured in phonography and latent within percussion and other forms of resident noise”, which had defined “all sounds […] fair game
on materiality” and on the extension of “the field of artistic materiality to all […] nonintentional sounds” (Kahn 1999: 158).
41 Mark M. Smith, who has written and edited volumes on sound, has published Sensory
History, which presents chapters on all five senses.
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that “hearing and associated practices [...] are seen to have worked in complicity
with the panopticon, perspectivism, commodity aesthetics, and all the other key
visual practices of the modern era we know so much about” (Erlmann 2004: 5), he
points towards intersensoriality between the aural and the visual. Others explore
how the aural dovetails with the tactile.42 Those dedicated to investigating relations
between sound and space, are interested in the interactions of all three. Since all of
these variations are strategically opposed to the “audiovisual litany” and the generalising, dichotomous lists it necessarily produces (Sterne 2003: 15), they overlap
strongly with the third position outlined above, and also share its goal: to redescribe sound in a different fashion. All seven positions introduced in this spectrum of Sound Studies are occupied by research from widely different academic
backgrounds. And although some seem to lend themselves more easily to it than
others, all six can also host studies in the field of Literary Sound Studies.

L ITERARY S OUND S TUDIES
Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard
Are sweeter; therefore, ye soft pipes, play on;
Not to the sensual ear, but more endeared,
Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone.
John Keats/“Ode on a Grecian Urn”

Despite its lack of unity, or perhaps precisely because of the great potential that lies
in its heterogeneity, Sound Studies are a thriving area of academic activity, and its
institutionalisation has clearly begun. At the moment, the situation is still different
for Literary Sound Studies, which seem to fall between two stools. On the one
hand, they differ from most other types of Sound Studies in their object: although
they share the interest in analysing the production, medialisation, perception and
interpretation of various sounds in history, they do not primarily deal with ‘actual’,
audible or measurable sounds. On the other hand, Literary Sound Studies have not
been established within literary criticism either. Perhaps because they make use of
tools generated outside this discipline; or perhaps because they strive to describe
phenomena and mechanisms which have only recently attracted literary scholars’
attention, and reach beyond the realm of the literary. One could say that Literary
Sound Studies specialise in sounds as signs. But audible sounds, too, qualify as
signs, of course. In that respect, it is more precise to claim that the distinctive fea-

42 For example Steven Connor’s article on “Edison’s Teeth: Touching Hearing”, but also
studies which explore the relation between hearing/sound and space.
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ture of Literary Sound Studies is that they analyse sounds and processes of hearing,
which have been medialised by (written) words. This interest in sounds that are only accessible through and as representation in language43 might be distinctive but it
should not detain literary critics from seeking an exchange of ideas with scholars
active in other branches of Sound Studies.
Despite this danger of double exclusion there are scholars who work and publish within Literary Sound Studies. Due to the specific Anglo-American focus of
Resonant Alterities, the following examples of recent research conducted within
Literary Sound Studies are all taken from criticism on English and American Literature.44 Garrett Stewart’s Reading Voices (1990) is poised, as far as its methodological framework is concerned, between literary criticism and linguistics. In his study
on wordplay, Stewart is most interested in the auditory status of written texts: that
part of literature which addresses the reader’s ‘inner’ ear and calls upon it to recognise “the phonic ingenuities – and ambiguities – of […] silent […] textual phrasing.” (Stewart 1990: 6) For Stewart, the aura of the voice, which has been the target
of Jacques Derrida’s critique of the metaphysics of presence45, is not the point:
The question is no longer the presence (or index) of the voice in text but, instead, the presence
to evocalization of any text when read. No longer a metonymy of voice as origin, the idea of
an ‘embodied’ voice emerges as just the opposite; signalling the very destination of the text in

43 Melba Cuddy-Keane terms this “the inevitable translation of sound into a conceptual category that takes place in the process of verbalization” (Cuddy-Keane 2000: 70).
44 A recent essay collection titled Stimme und Schrift, edited by Wiethölter, Pott and Messerli, offers examples of Literary Sound Studies – defined as exploring forms of ‘secondary orality’ – from the German, German-Russian and French literary contexts. Steven
Connor’s Dumbstruck ventures beyond anglo-phone literature.
45 This critique, built around the question and the questioning of the voice’s privilege in
Western philosophy as “the most ideal of signifiers” of presence and as “the highest, the
purest, form of signification” is one of the main matters of concern for deconstruction.
(Derrida 1973: xxxix, xl). For Derrida, the voice as presence and “the essential tie
between logos and phonƝ” are illusions with a long tradition: “die Frage nach dem Privileg der Stimme und der phonetischen Schrift in ihren Beziehungen zur gesamten Geschichte des Abendlandes, wie sie sich in der Geschichte der Metaphysik […] wiederfindet.” (Derrida 1973; 15 and 1986: 36). This history, identified as “the epoch of the phonƝ
[…] of being in the form of presence, that is, of ideality […]” is described by Derrida as a
concatenation of substitutes for the ‘centre’, for being as presence: “Man könnte zeigen,
dass alle Namen für Begründung, Prinzip oder Zentrum immer nur die Invariante einer
Präsenz […] bezeichnet haben” (Derrida 1973: 74 and 1978: 424).
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the reading act, the medium of its silent voicing, sounding board rather than source (Stewart
1990: 3).

Derrida’s thesis, that presence is and has to be constructed, and that voice is always
and necessarily preceded by writing, is fully accepted by Stewart, as he shifts the
focus of attention to the difference between written word and the reader’s activation
of the “phonotext” (Stewart 1990: 28-29), and thus shows différance at work.46
‘Phonemic reading’ is the term he gives to the technique, which pays attention to
the silent sound effects that literature causes in the reader, and which therefore
stresses its aural47 rather than its (potentially) oral dimension. It focuses on the tensions built up by “the continual confrontation, within writing, of the phonic and the
graphic” (Stewart 1990: 24), from which meaning emerges. The aim, however, is
not to propose a new approach of interpretation, but a new form of reading: one that
pays attention to silent pronunciation as it processes the suspended aural energy of
the phonotext. Reading Voices concerns itself with drama, poetry and narrative
texts from the 16th to the early 20th century, yet lays special emphasis on modernism. More recently, Stewart has concentrated on the “wash and undertow of sound”
(Stewart 2008: 2) which connects the phonotext of Victorian prose back to Romantic poetry’s sonority, from which it evolved. “Phonemanography” makes use of
Giorgio Agamben’s concept of potentiality to explicate the function of the “reader’s
subvocal production of the text” as that which guarantees “the existence of a potential otherness in one and the same wording” (ibidem: 17, 21) within literature. In
this article, which argues that “soundplay within and across lexemes may […] permanently unsettle a given designation” (ibidem: 21), Stewart once more emphasizes
that “the undertones one hears in poetry or prose […] are not those of the speaking
subject, let alone of the expressive soul, but language’s own: imprinted phonemically by textual events according to the formative oscillations of wording itself”
(ibidem: 2). Stewart is one of the scholars who is not only brilliantly versed in poststructuralist theory, but also has an excellent ear for the deconstruction of meaning
performed by and within literary language.

46 Stewart’s argumentation exemplifies what Kolesch and Krämer mean when they summarise the third of four reasons for a revival of academic interest in the voice as follows:
“Schließlich ist ein Abrücken oder zumindest Zurechtrücken von Jacques Derridas Phonologozentrismus-Diagnose zu verzeichnen, welche für eine nachhaltige Marginalisierung der Beschäftigung mit der Stimme im kulturkritischen Diskurs des ausgehenden 20.
Jahrhunderts gesorgt hatte” (Kolesch/Krämer 2006: 9).
47 Stewart refers to the “‘inner articulation’ – or ‘endophony’ involved in silent reading”
(Stewart 1990: 7).
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Both modernity and modernism have received a lot of attention by Sound Studies in general, and Literary Sound Studies are no exception to this.48 Melba CuddyKeane specialises in Virginia Woolf, whom she describes as “most powerfully a
novelist of voices” (Cuddy-Keane 2000: 87). In “Virginia Woolf, Sound Technologies, and the New Aurality”, Cuddy-Keane bemoans a general want of analytic
tools: “We lack a language adequate to the discussion of sound – a language that
addresses sound as sound and not as something else.” (Cuddy-Keane 2000: 70) All
academic disciplines have to deal with “mediated sound through a visually oriented
discourse” (ibidem), but for literary criticism interested in sound, there is the additional difficulty of verbalisation already mentioned above. Moreover, there is “a
significant difference between the linguistic representation of sound and the linguistic conceptualization of it” (ibidem), a distinction that becomes more palpable when
Cuddy-Keane speaks of “sonicity as opposed to semantics” (ibidem):
Although we are inevitably at one remove from sound when we verbalize it, we can nevertheless seek a critical vocabulary that will allow us to analyze the way that sound is represented
in such a passage, distinct from the way we analyze how it may function as a trope. (Ibidem)

It is Cuddy-Keane’s goal to promote a new understanding, which treats sound in
literature as sound rather than as a carrier medium for a concept or a metaphor for
something else. She is not categorically opposed to reading sounds in literature as
trope,49 theme or motif. Although hearing in literature might always have to do with
constructing a “pattern of meaning”, she argues nevertheless that this must not remain the only level of investigation, but be joined by an interrogation of “the process of perception” (ibidem) as such. It is not the primary goal of Cuddy-Keane’s
article to present a programme of what (Literary)50 Sound Studies should attempt.

48 Apart from Stewart’s chapters on Joyce and Woolf’s The Waves, Jorge Sacido Romero’s
article on voices in Joyce’s “The Sisters”, Steven Connor’s piece on ventriloquy in the
“Circe“-chapter of Ulysses and his “Sound and the Self” testify to this. Melba CuddyKeane acknowledges a “distinctive new focus, in the modernist period, for humanists and
psychologists alike: the act of auditory perception. In narrative, this […] can be traced in
both a consciousness of expanded sounds and a heightened sense of sound as something
perceived” (Cuddy-Keane 2005: 382).
49 In fact, she claims that it is “impossible to empty sound [represented in language] totally
of metaphoric content” (ibidem: 86).
50 The term is in brackets because Cuddy-Keane, although she uses literary texts by Woolf,
which “convey[] a new sense of sound and a new way of listening” as the basis for her
argument, really develops a programme on the research of sound that reaches beyond literature into cultural studies (ibidem: 84).
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Nevertheless, it is possible to extrapolate one from its pages. According to her, one
of the most important tasks is to develop the missing vocabulary for an adequate
description of sound – be it as sound51 (sonicity) or as metaphor (semantics).52 In a
later article on “Modernist Soundscapes”, Cuddy-Keane expands the vocabulary of
sonic analysis, collecting, suggesting and defining terms like: auditory awareness,
auditory streaming/scene analysis/parsing/perceptual grouping/auditory grouping,
steam segregation, stream integration, auditory restoration, narrative ear, auditory
spectrum, auditory trajectory, auditory imagination, single sound event, continuing
sounds, overlapping sounds, double listening, auditory acuity (ibidem: 382, 385387, 389-390, 395). The beginning of this toolbuilding, however, already begins
five years earlier, when she suggests two new terms: one for the side of sound production, the other for that of its reception. ‘Diffusion’ is defined by her as the
“emission of sound from its source”, while ‘auscultation’ is her proposed term for
“analyzing the aural placement in the listener”53. She takes her cue from narratology, when she coins ‘auscultation’ – and its derivatives – in analogy to Mieke Bal’s
definition of focalisation54 as the relation between hearing and that which is heard.55
Auscultation, the action of listening, would parallel focalization; auscultize […] would be the
verb signifying the presentation of sound as listened to; and auscultator […] would signify the
person doing the listening”. (Cuddy-Keane 2000: 71)

This also implies that auscultation is not supposed to be understood as a one-way
street, but rather as an (inter-) active process. Another task Cuddy-Keane formulates for (Literary) Sound Studies is to pay heed to the mutual influence which
technological media and perception/experience exert on each other. The interactive

51 Cuddy-Keane formulates this with reference to Pierre Schaeffer’s attempts to “break habits of listening to a sound as an intermediary for an idea or a concept and to focus the listener’s attention on the sound itself” (ibidem: 81).
52 The purpose of this is put succinctly in another article: “By reading for sonics rather than
semantics, for precepts rather than concepts, we discover new forms of making narrative
sense” (Cuddy-Keane, 2005: 395).
53 The focaliser, as opposed to the narrator who tells the story, is the one who perceives.
Correspondingly, the one who hears is introduced, here, as the auscultator, who – just like
the focaliser – can be internal or external to the perceived diegesis (Cuddy-Keane 2000:
71).
54 For Bal, focalisation is “the relation between the vision and that which is ‘seen’, perceived” (Bal 1997: 142).
55 When Cuddy-Keane speaks of the “relational nature of auscultation”, this is not meant in
distinction to focalisation but parallel to it (Cuddy-Keane 2000: 73).
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model for cultural studies on sound, which she has in mind, should “resist a secondorder determinism that asserts – beyond the premise that technology determines
culture – that a specific medium necessarily produces a certain kind of listening
subject”. Her appeal to develop an adequately “new aural sensitivity” (CuddyKeane 2000: 73, 71) leads to the next task, namely to not only understand acoustic
media in their historical contexts,56 but also to reflect upon the social implications
of these media. Since they are, Cuddy-Keane claims, bound to cultural paradigms,
these, too, must be taken into account. The same goes for the implications which a
specific medium has for the development of a specific form of hearing, and perhaps
also for specific new sounds. This extrapolated list of tasks for (Literary) Sound
Studies is rounded off by the refusal to base any study of sound technologies on a
linear understanding of cultural history. Instead, Cuddy-Keane suggests contextualising it in “a three-dimensional grid that incorporates multiple concurrent influences
and movements, not only horizontally and vertically, but also diagonally” (ibidem:
94). While the horizontal axis is occupied by events, e.g. inventions like the radio,
the vertical is dedicated to genres newly born out of these media, such as the
Hörspiel or Pierre Schaeffer’s musique concrète. The diagonal axis, however, belongs to artists like Woolf, who do not work with sonic media/electronic technology, but nevertheless react to the other two axes in their own art form, in this case
literature.
The thesis that the intimate relation between visualism and rationalism has
shaped “values of mastery, dominance and invulnerability that our predominantly
visual culture has come to privilege since the era of the Enlightenment” (Folkerth
2002: 9)57, suggests going back to a culture that discusses sound before this bias is
culturally installed. With The Acoustic World of Early Modern England (1999)
Bruce R. Smith took Sound Studies to early modern England, making readers aware
of “differences in the construction of aural experience”58 which characterise the

56 She illustrates this by an example of how Woolf’s literary sounds “resemble radiophonic
and electroacoustic art in the combination of disparate sounds – human, natural, and mechanical – broadly diffused from different points in space and in the non-hierarchical
mixing of voices and noises […]” (ibidem: 90).
57 Steven Connor, too, refers to this connection: “The rise of scientific and technological
rationality […] was accomplished by a separation of the active, transforming self from a
nature progressively conceived as passive, constraining and unconscious; with this separation came the […] visual enframing of the world, as a separated object of knowledge”
(Connor 2002: 54).
58 Folkerth fully subscribes to Smith’s basic assumption of historically contingent differences: “Since knowledge and intentions are shaped by culture, we need to attend also to
cultural differences in the construction of aural experience. The multiple cultures of early
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multiple subcultures and acoustic communities of the 16th/17th century. Wes
Folkerth, following Smith’s appeal to work towards “a cultural poetics of listening”
as well as “a phenomenology of listening” (Smith 1999: 8), has channelled the interest in this period’s soundscape into an interrogation of its most famous author.
Since Literary Sound Studies is an interdisciplinary field, it is not surprising that
The Sound of Shakespeare59 (2002) does more than scour plays and sonnets for motifs and metaphors. Folkerth’s study is after exploring Shakespearean “acoustemologies”60, that is, “the specific relations between acoustic experience and epistemologies in the establishment of personal and cultural identity” (Folkerth 2002: 11) in
early modern England. In some respects, analysing drama and its theatrical performance seems one of the most obvious choices for Literary Sound Studies, not only
because the spoken word is its chief medium of communication, but also because of
theatrical sound effects, and the overlapping soundscapes of text and performance
space. Folkerth is primarily interested in Shakespeare’s playtexts and claims that
they “record past acoustic events” which “vivify[] the past presences of different
voices, tones and intonations in the early modern theatre” Folkerth 2002: 7). More
specifically, he describes the aim of his study as follows:
The sounds embedded in these playtexts ask us to assent to the fullness and reality of their
temporal and cultural otherness. At the same time, they also express, at various registers of
theatrical and linguistic representation, their author’s understanding of sound. […] The primary goals of this book are to find new ways of hearing the sounds that are embedded in these
playtexts and to identify the various ethical and aesthetic dispositions Shakespeare associates
specifically with sound (ibidem).

This approach is not as author-centred as it sounds, for Shakespeare is considered
less an individual author than a discursive product of his time which, in turn, contributes to this contemporary discursive environment. Of the sound-related disciplinary contexts investigated by Penelope Gouk61, Folkerth selects three discourses, in

modern England may have shared with us the biological materiality of hearing, but their
protocols of listening should be remarkably different from ours” (Smith 1999: 8 in
Folkerth 2002: 8).
59 It goes without saying that Folkerth was not the first scholar to ever make the connection
between Shakespeare and sound or hearing. Joel Fineman’s “Shakespeare’s Ear” is just
one example of this brand of Shakespeare studies.
60 Folkerth borrows the term from Steven Feld. See footnote 23.
61 Folkerth refers to Gouk’s investigation of “anatomy, religion, natural philosophy, magic,
and cosmology, as well as musical, political and educational theory” with respect to
sound in The Second Sense (ibidem: 14).
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order to interrogate them as to the “aural imagery” (ibidem: 18) they supply, the
conceptual understanding of sound, which they promote, and the different kinds of
hearers which they produce. The ‘public ear’, as the cultural background for Shakespeare’s plays, is shaped by the religious, the philosophical and the anatomical understanding of hearing and sound. While the religious discourse propagates the ear
as “the primary agent of spiritual transformation” (ibidem: 51), the philosophical
discourse, emphasises that “sound’s affinity with the internal spirits provides access
to interior truths and essences unavailable through other sensory avenues” (ibidem:
58). At the same time, the anatomical discourse seeks to expand the “physiological
understanding of audition” (ibidem: 66) but, lacking the appropriate tools, remains
largely within the grasp of traditional explanations that define hearing as a passive
process. For Folkerth all three discourses encourage the association of hearing with
“notions of obedience, duty, receptivity, penetrability, transformation, and reproduction” which are, moreover, gendered as feminine. Concentrating on three tragedies and two comedies, Sound in Shakespeare traces some of the ethical implications of “understanding of the ear as a feminized perceptual organ” (both ibidem:
10). Precisely because sound is thought to be a privileged mode of access to that
which cannot be seen (thoughts, emotions, intentions, convictions), it forms “the
basis of intersubjective understanding” (ibidem: 28). The orientation, which the
perception of sound thus offers with respect to other individuals, completes the other forms of orientation, namely in natural and in social space, and unifies them to
form an “epistemological capacity” (ibidem: 106).
According to R. Murray Schafer’s prognosis from 1977, “the home territory of
soundscape studies will be the middle ground between science, society and the arts”
(Schafer in Picker 2003: 13). Taking this as his basis, John M. Picker follows Peter
Bailey’s general invitation that scholars should attempt to understand “Victorian
noise, as more than a mere nuisance or background phenomenon” (Bailey in Picker:
14). Picker’s Victorian Soundscapes combines the investigation of literary and nonliterary texts as well as cultural phenomena, which contribute to “a period of unprecedented amplification, unheard-of loudness” (ibidem: 4). There is no doubt that
the gaze – particularly the professional, the scientific, the medical gaze – gained
discursive power during the Victorian period. Without denying this, Picker’s study
attempts to demonstrate, however, that Victorians also “endowed acts of sounding,
silencing, and hearing with broad physical and symbolic significance”, and that
their period was also one that “experienced a rise in close listening“, a veritable
“age of auscultation” (all ibidem: 6)62 In his four case studies, two of which are
dedicated to classics of Victorian narrative, Picker concentrates on two functions of

62 Jonathan Sterne’s essay on “Medicine’s Acoustic Culture: Mediate Auscultation, the
Stethoscope and the ‘Autopsy of the Living’” corroborates this.
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hearing: “as a response to a physical stimulus and as a metaphor for the communication of meaning” (ibidem: 7). Concerning this point, Picker is criticised by Melba-Cuddy Keane, in her article on “Modernist Soundscapes and the Intelligent Ear”:
[T]he conclusion we are likely to draw from his analysis is that nineteenth-century narratives
generally treat acoustical science as metaphor and analogy. In Picker’s examples, George Eliot’s rendering of psychologically sympathetic vibration is analogous to Helmholtz’s resonance theory of hearing; the nightmarish underside of the phonographic voice manifests itself,
in Bram Stoker’s Dracula, in the parallels between the engravings on the recording cylinder
and the indentations of the vampire’s teeth or, in Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, in the
hauntingly lingering cry of Kurtz, which echoes like a phonograph stuck in its groove. (Cuddy-Keane 2005: 383).

This is not a criticism of how Picker arrives at his conclusion, but rather a criticism
of how he frames the questions in analysing his literary objects. Recalling CuddyKeane’s plea to stop restricting analyses to sound as trope and start analysing it as
sound, clarifies what she misses in those parts of Victorian Soundscapes dedicated
to fiction.63 As a whole, Picker’s study tries to explain the “close relationship between Victorian sciences and technologies of sound” while analysing “literary and
cultural representations of sound, voice and hearing, on the other” (Picker 2003: 7)
which, in fact, precede actual recordings of sound by “archive[ing] the new ‘common-life’ sounds of the Victorian city” (ibidem: 8). Early modern England,
Folkerth maintains, is a good period to pick for Literary Sound Studies because the
period is not yet determined by a worldview promoted by rationalism and ocularcentrism. Victorianism, in Picker’s view, is suitable as an object of interrogation
because of the “larger cultural shift towards close listening” (ibidem) which, he argues, happens in scientific discourse in the 1820s and 1830s. Another good reason
is provided by the history of acoustic technology:
Victorians in their scientific and technological discoveries and literary innovations went a
long way toward dispelling, or at least redefining, the mysteries of hearing and sound. […]
they sought to transform what Romantics had conceived of as a sublime experience into a

63 Cuddy-Keane’s statement leaves open whether she considers this gap entirely Picker’s
methodological lapse or whether it might be an actual characteristic of how Victorian
novels use sound. The phrase which follows the passage quoted above seems to suggest
the latter: “While the Victorians do show an increasing imaginative response to reproduced and amplified sound, attention shifts, in the modernist period, to the precise physical characteristics of sound and the complex processes of auditory perception” (CuddyKeane 2005: 383).
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quantifiable and marketable object or thing, a sonic commodity in the form of a printed work,
a performance, or, ultimately, an audio recording, for that most conspicuous legacy of Victorianism, the modern middle-class consumer. This period gave rise, after all, to the electric
telegraph and the microphone, the telephone and the phonograph, […] all of these, in one
form or another, [are] means to make manifest and manipulate formerly intangible, unruly
vibrations (ibidem: 10).

Focussing on the relation between sound and collective identity-formation, one of
Picker’s main theses is that Victorian self-awareness, which is expressed in scientific discourse as well as by technological innovations and even in domestic contexts, “was contingent on awareness of sonic environments […]” (ibidem: 11).
Novels by Charles Dickens and George Eliot provide some support for this thesis,
but it is further sustained up by non-literary material taken from journalism, political tracts, petitions, editorials, and cartoons. The sonic phenomenon, which moves
centre stage in Picker’s study is street noise and its role in the formation for an artistic or professional middle class (ibidem: 12). An insight that Bruce Smith formulates for early modern England, is confirmed by Picker for Victorianism: that there
is no one soundscape for either period, but that it changes according to aural community, class and location. Picker’s reaction to this is to “steer […] towards an
analysis of the experiences of particular individuals under specific cultural influences and with discernable motivations, if that is the word, for hearing as they did”
(ibidem: 14). While I consider making 21st century readers ‘hear as the Victorians
did’ impossible, Picker’s study does succeed in arousing attention for the link between sound and subjectivity. In an article on “Sound and the Self” Steven Connor
talks of “the new instability of the modern self”, and Picker demonstrates that this
can be traced in cultural artefacts of Victorianism. Connor’s observation that the
modern subject’s “understanding of itself […] is frequently embodied in terms of
sound […] rather than of sight” (Connor 2002: 58), however, needs to be tested, for
the fin de siècle as well as for the 20th century. Resonant Alterities sets out to do so.

R ESONANT ALTERITIES
It has become an academic fashion to react to the discovery of complex new fields
of research by declaring a new paradigm. Considering major shifts of interest in the
humanities in the last five decades, Petra Meyer lists the linguistic turn, the semiotic
turn, the pictorial/iconic turn, the performative turn and the medial turn.64 Continu-

64 The fashion in which Doris Bachmann-Medick organises her overview of cultural turns
offers a slightly different list (which contains the interpretive turn, the performative turn,
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ing in this manner, the interdisciplinary interest in sound is sometimes referred to as
the acoustic turn.65 Without insisting on this labelling, I concur with Meyer in how
it should be understood. According to her, the acoustic turn does not seek to newly
foreground a single discipline, but attempts to bring to general attention that each of
the earlier turns listed above also implied an acoustic dimension (Meyer 2008: 1315). Resonant Alterities sets out from literary criticism, sometimes venturing beyond its bounds, to pursue questions about sound, which have been neglected, but
are now, due to the recognition of a lack of attention to the sonic/the aural, available
for exploration.
Analysing musical as well as unstructured sounds, which are sometimes vocal
and sometimes have other sources, this study covers singing, chanting, screaming,
phenomena of resonance or vibration, echoes and noises, the media that transport
them and the cultural contexts, which provide them with meaning. Each of this
book’s four chapters has a fictional text as its nucleus. Vernon Lee’s “A Wicked
Voice” (1889), Algernon Blackwood’s The Human Chord (1910), JG Ballard’s
short story “The Sound Sweep” (1960) and Don DeLillo’s novel The Body Artist
(2001) are the primary objects of discussion. These texts form part of larger discursive fields, however, which incorporate other literary and non-literary elements that
also come under scrutiny in Resonant Alterities. In each nucleus text sound is investigated as far as its production, perception and interpretation are concerned.
One specific point of interest for Resonant Alterities is to explore processes of
meaning making, knowledge production and subjectivisation which are either structured predominantly by aural phenomena, or in which aural and visual phenomena
interact as structuring elements. In one form or another, all four fictional texts present subjectivity in crisis. Steven Connor has pointed out that “where knowing is
associated so overwhelmingly with seeing, […] the will-to-self-knowing of the epistemized self has unavoidably taken a scopic form” (Connor 2002: 54). In response
to this observation, one of the recurring questions in this analysis concerns the role
which sound plays for the formation, destabilisation, redefinition, dissolution or re-

the reflexive turn/literary turn, the postcolonial turn, the translational turn, the spatial turn
and iconic turn) but it still is a list.
65 Wolfgang Welsch discusses the proclamation of what he terms “a culture of hearing” on
two levels, that of a “revolution of hearing” and that of (a little unfelicitously termed) a
“revision of hearing”: “Sie kann einen großen, anspruchsvollen, metaphysischumfassenden Sinn haben, also auf eine Gesamtumstellung unserer Kultur mit dem Hören
als neuem Grundmodell unseres Selbst- und Weltverhaltens zielen. Oder sie kann einen
kleineren, bescheideneren, wohl auch pragmatischeren Sinn haben. Dann zielt sie […]
auf eine Kultivierung nur der Hörsphäre, unserer zivilisatorischen Lautsphäre” (Welsch
1996: 234).
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insertion of identity. The levels, on which the relation between sound and identity
are negotiated, vary in each text. In “The Wicked Voice”, the protagonist’s sense of
who he is comes under attack, when a ghostly voice destabilises his categories of
gender and desire. The Human Chord stages the intersection of sound and identity
on two levels: by presenting sound as the power, which can change the characters’
positions in relation to creation, God and their own spirituality; and by showing
how sound is instrumentalised both to gauge identity and produce a functioning
male subject, who can meet the challenges of modernity. The main plot of “The
Sound Sweep” presents an oedipally structured scenario. In a world that has banned
audible music, centre stage is granted to the aurally gifted protagonist (who occupies the structural position of the son) and to the vocally talented woman he loves
(who structurally occupies the mother’s position). Both attempt to gain agency as
subjects, and both temporarily succeed only to finally fail, due to an ideological coalition of capitalism and patriarchy. The Body Artist, a novel, which permanently
draws attention to its own phonotext, presents a protagonist who overcomes psychic
collapse and re-invents herself as a subject by reinserting herself into the symbolic
order with the help of glossolalia and sonic media.
To the best of my knowledge, none of the studies recently published in the field
of Literary Sound Studies focus on non-realist fiction, and it is the aim of Resonant
Alterities to close this gap. All four text-nuclei belong to this motley genre, which
has a long tradition as a privileged locus for staging crises of perception and identity: one is a ghost story, one is a typical representative of its author’s “fanciful novels of psychic adventure” (Johnson 2005: 2), one possesses elements of dystopian
science fiction, and one is perhaps best described as a post-traumatic narrative. A
tripartite hypothesis underpins the decision to select only non-realist fiction for this
project. It maintains that positivism, ocularcentrism66 and the realist mode of narration become accomplices during the 19th century and have remained so up to the
present; that this triad privileges certain forms of meaning making, knowledge or
truth production, while displacing others; and that, as a consequence, non-realist
literature – in particularly that which foregrounds sound – becomes a resort for alternative modes, since it challenges the hegemonic form of meaning making,
knowledge or truth production. As they stage their questions about sound and identity in crises, all four texts employ a mode which denies ultimate closure, as the unreliability of focalisers, auscultators and/or narrators leads to irresolvable tensions.

66 Welsch comments on this when he maintains: “Sagt man von der Tradition, sie sei visuell
dominiert, so meint man […] daß die Typik des Sehens noch unserem Erkennen, unseren
Verhaltensformen, unserer ganzen technisch-wissenschaftlichen Zivilisation eingeschrieben gewesen sei” (Welsch 1996: 234).
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As far as their publication dates are concerned, the four literary texts pierce the
long 20th century at irregular intervals. Resonant Alterities does not intend to present a narrative of historical development, which begins at the fin de siècle and ends
at the turn of the millennium, let alone one of progress. Instead, it uses the four
primary texts to cut vertically into the horizontal timeline and ask questions about
how representations of the audible and the aural – in the respective historical context – tie in with what Steve Connor has termed “the growing identification of the
self and the ear in some areas of characteristically modern experience” (Connor
2002: 55). In his brief article on “Sound and the Self”, Connor traces this identification “in some important literary, philosophical and psychoanalytic texts of modernity and postmodernity” which, he argues, need to be read “alongside the emerging
acoustic technologies – of the telephone, phonograph, radio – which dominated the
period between 1875 and 1920” (both ibidem). Resonant Alterities shares three
points of conviction with Connor’s position: that the invention and introduction of
these technologies fundamentally changed the status of sound in life; that they set in
motion a rethinking of how processes of subjectivation67 function; and that these
changes can be observed in literary as well as non-literary texts.
The four literary nuclei are at this study’s respective foci of attention, but they
are not the only objects of analysis. One of this study’s aims is to explore how they
participate, via their representations of sound, in larger cultural discussions. In their
two middle chapters these contexts are more or less contemporary with the nucleus
texts: The Human Chord has close intertextual ties with scientific practices such as
hypnosis, but also with occultist notions about vibration, evocation and creative
sounds, which were produced in the context of the Hermetic Order of the Golden
Dawn. In “The Sound Sweep”, sound is considered a pollutant, a source of contamination by invisible, odourless, and tasteless waves. Even its inaudible residue is
believed to be a health hazard, which remains active and dangerous far beyond the
sonic event that produced it. Due to this understanding of sound as contaminant,
Ballard’s short story is read in the context of environmentalist debates triggered by
the nuclear weapons tests conducted in the decade before its publication. In the two
framing chapters of Resonant Alterities some of the contexts are historically remote.
Resonating with Honoré de Balzac’s “Sarrasine” (1830) but foregrounding sound
more strongly, “A Wicked Voice” makes an early 18th century debate – about castrato singing and its reverberations for the formation of national, racial and gendered identity – re-surface at the end of the 19th century. A radically different model, governing the fin de siècle understanding of sex, gender and desire, is responsi-

67 Connor’s proposal to capture this epistemological change by introducing the term “auditory self” is not unproblematic, as it continues to operate in opposition to what he outlines
as a visual self (Connor 2002: 61-65).
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ble for the protagonist’s extreme reaction to the castrato’s ghostly voice as a queer
agent. For The Body Artist, too, crucial intertexts and contexts are at a historical distance. Yet, this distance may be only in time and space, which is counterbalanced
by a similarity of artistic principles. Virginia Woolf’s metaphor – which explains
how her literary characters, seemingly remote from each other, are invisibly connected by a system of ‘beautiful caves dug out behind them’68 – also applies to literary texts. On the surface, that is, as far as publication dates are concerned, Don
DeLillo’s The Body Artist is separated from the texts of high modernism by sixty to
ninety years, to say nothing of the differences between the British and the American
cultural context. Nevertheless, the final chapter of Resonant Alterities argues that
this postmodernist US-American novel is connected by some ‘beautiful caves’ of
shared poetics to some representatives of British modernism. Some of these ‘caves’,
these literary echoing spaces, consist of the care with which the phonotext is constructed. Others connect The Body Artist with Woolf’s “Sketch of the Past” (1939),
James Joyce’s The Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (1916) and The Dubliners
(1914) via the relation of epiphany and sound.
Since production and perception of sound are inextricably intertwined, an investigation of literary representations of sound includes that of sonic media. The most
prominent of these, and the only one that is present in all of the examined texts, is
the human voice. Between them, the chapters of Resonant Alterities interrogate
singing, chanting, vibrating, evoking, glossolalia, traumatic loss and hallucination
of voices. Voices are foregrounded in the four non-realist narratives as the presumed site of identity, as a privileged locus of power, as the object of a drive, as the
medium for a sound which causes identity to unravel, as the means which allows a
traumatised psyche to rebuild itself, as a phallic organ, as the medium for interpellation and as a presence in absence which can hail, hallow, haunt and heal. Crucial as
the voice is in my four fictional texts, it is not the only sonic medium. Although the
Chladni plate, the phonograph, the (fictional) short playing record, the gramophone,
the radio, the Dictaphone and the answering machine do not take centre stage in the
same manner, they, too, form part of this investigation of sound as a cultural artefact, and of listening/hearing as cultural techniques.
In each of the four fictional nuclei, sound takes on phantasmatic qualities, either
for individual characters or on a collective basis or both. Sound, in these novels and
short stories, is the site at which anxieties and desires of both subjects and societies
become manifest. In “A Wicked Voice”, the singing of a castrato’s ghost is simul-

68 “I should say a good deal about The Hours, & my discovery; how I dig out beautiful
caves behind my characters; I think that gives exactly what I want; humanity, humour,
depth. The idea is that the caves shall connect, & each comes to daylight at the present
moment” (Woolf 1978: 263).
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taneously dreaded and craved by the story’s protagonist, who feels himself penetrated, destroyed and enchanted by Zaffirino’s phallic voice. What resurfaces for
the fin de siècle protagonist as an individual phantasma, however, used to be a collective anxiety about the foreign singing voice. Since the early 18th century, it has
formed cultural sediments, which are churned up by the ghostly voice and resettle
on the haunted hero who develops a crisis of desire. Faced with the theory that specific sounds, if properly pronounced, can manipulate matter and bestow divine
powers, the hero in A Human Chord, who struggles with his total insignificance as
an individual, has to decide whether or not to join a strong father figure’s occultist
project to evoke Jehovah and become like a god. The fictional society, in which
“The Sound Sweep” is set, considers sound dangerous and has banned it from music. Allegedly, an ultrasonic form – inaudible to the human ear – has taken its place
and totally re-formed the entertainment industry. Ultimately, however, the text produces doubt (and then refuses to disperse it) whether ultrasonic music actually exists, or whether it is a sonic version of “The Emperor’s New Suit”, instigated by the
all-powerful Video City Corporation, to open new markets. Lauren, the protagonist
of The Body Artist, faces psychic destruction, when her husband unexpectedly
commits suicide and thereby reactivates her childhood trauma. She rebuilds herself
as a subject with the aid of a mysterious, genderless stranger, who speaks in her
dead husband’s voice. Whether or not this stranger is anything but a figment of
Lauren’s imagination, a psychic symptom with both visual and sonic dimensions is
left deliberately open by the text.
Resonant Alterities sets out to investigate how the four non-realist narratives use
sound as a site at which epistemologies and identities interact with each other. According to this focus, I have chosen the theoretical cornerstones for my analyses
from the quarries of gender studies, queer theory, discourse analysis and psychoanalysis. Every narrative is, moreover, analysed in a discursive context that incorporates other literary and non-literary texts as well as events, institutions and/or artistic practices. Questions of gendering and desire, formulated against the backdrop of
heteronormativity, play a role in every chapter, although the texts differ widely in
their ideologies. Magnus, the protagonist of “A Wicked Voice”, makes sense of
himself and his surroundings through a rigidly dichotomous system, which opposes
good (Wagnerian) with bad music (18th century Italian Opera), feminine with masculine attributes and acceptable with unacceptable forms of desire. He is punished
for disrespecting that which he considers inferior, as the ghostly castrato’s voice
destabilises all categories on which Magnus draws to construct his sense of self. As
a novel, The Human Chord is a textual machine for the production of a functioning
male subject. The male protagonist’s risk-free self-enhancement is bought at the
double cost of the female subject’s submission and the substitution of spiritual
growth with biological reproduction. Against a scenario which combines sciencefiction with the vision of an alternative universe, “The Sound Sweep” plays out an
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oedipal drama in a series of (successful or failing) interpellations. As vocal castration, executed by a blow against the hero’s voice-box, is counter-balanced by a potent ear, the protagonist’s masculinity becomes the casualty in a violent confrontation between ‘maternal’ and ‘paternal’ forces. Sex is always already gender, as Judith Butler has taught us in her early work, and gender, at least in The Body Artist,
is almost entirely a matter of sound. Traumatised, the protagonist Lauren manages
to overcome severe loss by changing her (vocal) gender and aurally re-enacting the
fort/da-game described by psychoanalysis with her best friend’s answering machine.
Recalling the seven positions of interest within Sound Studies introduced above
helps to place Resonant Alterities within this complex field of research. Although
this study specialises in analysing literary representations of sound, it is also interested in how they intersect with those of visual phenomena and modes of perception. It aims to work with what poststructuralist theory and Visual Studies have to
offer, in order to de-naturalise hearing/the ear. But it also strives to go beyond an
understanding of perception that is exclusively visual, and attempts to contribute to
building a terminology better suited to analysing acoustic phenomena. Focussing on
aural perceptions and perceived sounds, this book endeavours to understand how
meaning is made, how knowledge is produced, and how identities are constructed,
how desires and anxieties are dealt with differently because of their representation
in and through sound. Far from isolating sounds – be they vocal or not, musical or
not, human-made or not – this study considers their specific discursive contexts and
acoustemological backgrounds. It is within these contexts and against these backgrounds that the chosen literary texts stage debates about sound – including noises,
voices and their medialisations through cultural techniques and acoustic technologies – as a cultural phenomenon, which traverses the nature/culture divide. Early on
in the development of Sound Studies, Wolfgang Welsch made a distinction69, which
I prefer to translate into extreme positions of a continuum: Its metaphysical end is
occupied by studies which intend to use hearing as a means for a radical revision of
culture, the aim of which is to introduce a way of thinking about the world (and
ourselves in it) which is less based on visual concepts and more on aural processes.70 Its phenomenological end assembles projects which seek to improve the condi-

69 “Im einen Fall also will man das Hören zum Medium einer Revision der Kultur, ja geradezu zum Leitsinn einer neuen Kultur machen; im anderen Fall beschränkt man sich auf
eine Verbesserung der Hörverhältnisse innerhalb der bestehenden Kultur” (Welsch 1996:
234).
70 In June 2010 Christoph Lischka gave a talk at Frankfurt University on “Klang als Maschine”. In it he referred to Alfred Whitehead’s insight that concepts, which have been developed within an ontology of substance, need to be replaced with ones that favour think-
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tions of our cultural hearing practices. Cuddy-Keane’s suggestion to think of the
cultural history of sound as a three dimensional cube has been introduced above. I
would argue that the diagonal axis of this cube is not only the location of literary
explorations of sound, but also connects the two extremes of the continuum into
which Welsch’s distinction has been translated. Connecting these two extreme ends,
like a bow string, this study seeks to contribute to the auditory turn: by attracting
attention to representations of sound in literature, by clearing as well as focussing
our ‘reading ears’, and by making lirerary and non-literary texts resonate despite
their alterities.

ing within an ontology of processes: As the world is not made of substances but of intensities, it cannot be properly understood as long as we rely on ways of thinking that are
dominated by the visual paradigm. Lischka’s own project – in which he combines
Deleuze’s/Guattari’s idea of thinking as inherently ‘machinic’ with Whitehead’s appeal
for a metaphysical restructuring process, that would lead us to ‘thinking aurally’ about intensities – is located at this metaphysical end of the spectrum.

